Silvana Goberdhan-Vigle
917-528-4922 | silvanagoberdhanvigle@gmail.com | github: silvanagv| blog: @svmgv
TECHNICAL EXPERIENCE
Infiltrate - App to create and optimize resumes
+ Used React and Redux to dynamically add resume components
+ Created Node api with PostgreSQL database to serve data
+ Designed brand assets using Adobe Illustrator
+ Used Adobe Photoshop to generate explanatory gif for homepage
A Menu Factory - Tool to help users plan menus and recipes
+ Used React and Redux to dynamically add menus and recipes
+ Utilized native HTML5 drag and drop form
+ Harnessed Wikipedia and Nutritionix APIs to provide contextual information.
+ Created Rails 5 API to serve data
YourSpace - App to allow users to book luxury venues
+ Designed and implemented schema using PostgresSQL for Rails app
+ Incorporated Google Maps API to display venue location based on user search criteria
+ Styled with Bootstrap and pure CSS3

SKILLS AND LANGUAGES
+ JavaScript, ReactJS, Redux, Ruby on Rails, SQL, ActiveRecord, HTML/CSS, jQuery, NodeJS

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
Fynd, New York, NY
Junior Software Developer, March 2016 - May 2016
+ Created More Info, Contact, and FAQ pages using React reflecting current UX best practices
+ Interacted with full-size development environment and used professional-grade tools such as GitHub on a daily basis
+ Worked quickly to update site in response to product pivots
Ergo Ventures, New York, NY
Business Development Executive, August 2014- March 2016
+ Completed Sofos Labs project, including a complete redesign in one week after project completion.
+ Redesigned and developed company website, and rewrote all content
+ Created various WordPress sites including tweaking and designing templates and content
+ Utilized multiple channels and approaches to attract and retain clients, including using Yesware, Bitrix24, and Zoho CRM,
among others
+ Oversaw the hiring of writers and designers for internal projects
+ Produced and edited video and photographs using iMovie and Adobe Photoshop
+ Wrote proposals for prospective clients tailored to their specific project needs
Multiplan, New York, NY
Project Management Intern, May 2013- August 2013
+ Created and socialized a system to facilitate communication between project managers and other stakeholders
throughout the systems development lifecycle, using Microsoft SharePoint
+ Used PowerPoint and Prezi to convey the Agile process for presentations
+ Wrote and edited project requirements documents, and collated and analyzed project estimation data

EDUCATION
Flatiron School - 2016
+ Full Stack Web Development, Ruby on Rails and JavaScript program with less than 6% acceptance rate
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill- Chapel Hill, NC - 2014
+ BS: Information Science, Philosophy minor

